Discover the new DSLR-like manual camera controls in iOS 8 that allow you to take photos with greater precision. If you're using the native Camera app and you've tapped the screen to set the exposure, you can already take advantage of these manual controls. However, there is also a brand new app, aptly called Manual, that not only makes use of the manual controls offered by iOS 8 but puts them at the center.

There are a lot of options for iPhone photography needs. As with most apps, manual camera apps aren't always one size fits all. In iOS 8, the Camera app has a lot of the same functionality as in iOS 7. In iOS 8, you are able to manually control the exposure levels in the photo. This means you can take customized shots for your iPhone camera.

Featured in the NYTimes, "If you like to manually adjust camera settings, you'll love Manual." A powerful camera app, ProCamera 8 is an iOS photo, video, and editing app bursting with state-of-the-art features. Now you get the same level of control as with a DSLR or compact camera.

Manual Camera for iOS

Manual Cam by Lofopi is another brand new app, but despite the confusingly long name, it's not in the app store right now. The developer is working on an iOS 8 update. The default iOS 8 camera app is great, but if you want more shooting options, third-party camera apps still shine in some ways - from giving you DSLR-like manual controls.

But, until iOS 8, Apple wouldn't let third-party apps take advantage of the camera's raw power. Manual is one of the first apps we've tested that does so, and it's been well-received on our team. iPhone: We've seen manual camera apps for iOS before, but Reuk offers a slightly different take on the idea. It includes a full set of manual controls, but it's designed for professionals. Most folks I spoke to over the years gave the impression that developing a photo app for the iPhone was something of a black art. The genre was full of "hacks," and developers had to work around these limitations to create amazing apps.

Manual Camera Ios App

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Manual for iPhone - Be better than automatic. Shoot Manual. Manual for iPhone

Available on the App Store

Custom exposure for your iPhone camera.

Manual, from Little Pixels, is a new camera app for iOS that lets you control all the

While the new camera app in iOS 8 gives you more control than ever. Having spent years with a variety of cameras, I'm predisposed towards buttons and dials. Then I saw a video for an app called Manual by a company called Little. Similarly iOS 8 brings a host of improvements to the default camera app, with new Manual is strictly a camera shooting app, focused purely on transmuting. With the introduction of iOS 8 came new developer APIs allowing apps to have exacting control of several camera adjustments, including exposure, focus,...

Ever wished for full-on manual controls on your iPhone camera? So far, the option to control shutter speed and ISO were a no-go on Apple's iPhone… The now-public iOS 8 brings about a number of updated features that give users The Manual App Gives You Full Manual Control of All Your iPhone's Camera.

iOS 8, however, has changed all. Third-party apps can now manually control the camera settings. This opens up some exciting creative possibilities.

Manual Camera is an app that attempts to bring out that potential. In short, the camera is now unlocked in iOS 8. Gone are the days where you can't manually.

Camera+ 6.0 is here, introducing manual controls and improved macro and white balance options to make the best iOS camera app even better. The stars.
Apple's iOS 8 brought a handful of systemwide changes to how users capture and interact with their iPhone's cameras. One of the most welcomed upgrades was... With its improved lens, sensors and image stabilization, the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus offer the best camera seen yet on an Apple handset. But one of the biggest... So it works the way a camera works—and it's the most powerful camera app. That means fully manual exposure control, as well as semi-automatic Shutter. Even with the iOS 8 update, Apple's native iOS camera app is rather anemic when... The aptly-titled Manual, one of the more recent photography apps to hit... Apple's iOS 8 brings manual control of settings such as shutter speed and focus to camera apps. We advise you which to try and which to avoid. Manual Cam ($0.99) by LOFOPI is a camera app that gives you full control of your images, thanks to iOS 8. If you have been waiting for the manual camera... High definition mobile cam for videography, photography, journalism, education and online video production. Manual iPhone, iPad camera 24p 25p 30p slow...